Is HRMS Right For You?
To have a successful business what do you
need? Successful Employees. Finding, keeping
and properly managing the right employees is
no easy task. With the assistance of HRMS,
there is no need to worry. Automating the
processes that your HR department is
responsible for means that you will have all
employee information in one place. An HRMS
system helps management have immediate
access to view employee records for insight into
any required information.
What can you do with HRMS?
HRMS is a tool that will help you expand your business farther than the regular norms of Human
Resources. To fully utilize your HRMS system, Sage provides various solutions to help you on your path
towards growth and success.
Learn more about a payroll system that can help you gain complete control of
payroll and sensitive data. Accurate and on-time payroll is extremely important to
your employees.
Find out which HRMS modules will help you automate and streamline your hiring
process from start to finish. This includes the automation of recruiting, hiring and
more.
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Understand how the Sage Employee Self-Service module aids with your
employee’s independence and engagement within your organization.
Discover multiple modules that make it easier to abide by rules determined by
government, unions and other regulatory bodies. By modernizing your HR System
with technology, you will avoid fines and reduce your exposure to risk.
Check out the Sage module that will automate your timekeeping and scheduling,
so that you don’t have to spend time doing it manually. Improve payroll accuracy,
save money, boost morale, and become more efficient.
Uncover modules that will eliminate tedious, paper intensive benefit management
by automating these processes and giving employees access to a self-service
system.
Determine which modules will help you become more environmentally friendly,
while saving time and money by helping you become a paperless HR department.
Identify the HRMS modules that will provide you with tools that keep employees
engaged and satisfied, resulting in better workforce retention and maximized ROEI.
Unearth the modules that help the HR department deliver important information
to management. Metrics and reports regarding employee skills, overtime and
performance are up-to-date and available at any time for your convenience.
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